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Evaluate Sessions and Win!

- Download and open OLC Conferences mobile app
- Navigate to specific session to evaluate
- Select “Evaluate Session” on session details screen (located under session type and track)
- Complete session evaluation*

*Each session evaluation completed (limited to one per session) = one contest entry

Five (5) $25 gift cards will be awarded to five (5) individuals
Must submit evals using the OLC Conferences mobile app or website
AGENDA

- Inform and Educate:
  - Background and rationale
  - Applied Teaching Track program model
  - Online teaching seminar examples
  - Success measures and outcomes
  - Road map

- Reflect

- Discuss and Q&A
ABOUT CAPELLA

• Physically located in Downtown Minneapolis
• Located online at www.capella.edu
• 37,000+ Learners and 75,000+ Alumni
• Doctorate (24%), Master’s (47%), Bachelor’s (26%), and Certificate (3%)
• Average age is 49
• 78% female, 22% male
• 88% part-time, 12% full-time
• 50% of color, 50% white, non-Hispanic
• 17% affiliated with the military
• Accredited by The Higher Learning Commission and a member of the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools

Data as of September 30, 2018.
OPENING QUESTIONS

▪ How did you gain online teaching experience?
▪ Do you currently have a TA, GA, or other embedded support roles in your course at your institution?
▪ Does your institution offer students opportunities to gain online teaching experience?
Rationale

There is a growing use of students in instructional support roles at distance or online learning universities which has added value for both students and faculty.

- There is a rich history of student support roles in higher education and their positive impact on persistence (Lozada & Johnson, 2018).

- Lozada & Johnson (2018), in their study of outcomes of being a Supplemental Instructor (SI), found that the SI felt that they had developed a set of skills that were transferable to other settings and would help them work effectively with a diverse set of people as well as, aid in future career search.

- Fairbrother (2012) looked at her graduate teaching assistant (GTA) role as an academic trainee who is developing the skills that will be beneficial in a future academic position.
Justice, Zieffler, and Garfield (2017) noted that programs with mentoring that included regular meetings with faculty or senior GTAs and teaching observations with feedback have been found to improve GTAs’ self-efficacy, reduce teaching anxiety, and **develop more student-centered teaching practices.**

Boman’s (2013) study provided evidence that training increased TAs’ self-efficacy and effective teaching behaviors, and decreased communication apprehension.

Park (2004) noted that for many GTA’s preparation was when they found out **what it means to be a teacher.** This socialization into the profession and the skills developed impacted future development as an academic.
**OUR OPPORTUNITY**

**Voice of the Student:**
Our graduate students seek to gain teaching experience during their program. Many seek a structured, coordinated experience.

**Supports most direct path between learning and employment**
Impacts student success and instructional costs
Differentiator for Capella
APPLIED TEACHING TRACK (ATT)

Experience
In courses and co-curricular programs

Mentoring
Faculty, peers, and Community of Practice

Training
Online teaching seminars

e-Portfolio
Developed throughout their journey

Graduate students seek to gain online teaching experience

Capella graduates become online faculty of the future
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**SAMPLE ATT ACTIVITIES**

- Complete online teaching self-assessment
- Create action plan with skill development goals
- Develop course welcome video
- Develop and deliver mock group session
- Create learning resource for use with students in course
- Share/Discuss online teaching best practices with peers
- Explore online facilitation best practices and apply
SUCCESS MEASURES

• Results from survey to 200+ Learner Staff and Interns* in Fall 2018

• Experience in role and training impacted confidence, connection to institution, and career-related skill development

• Significant growth in each of the online teaching competency areas

*50% response rate
My role as a GA *strengthens my drive to complete my PhD degree*, as teaching will be a facet of my career once my degree has been completed. It *provides me an opportunity to see how well I can integrate myself and my educational style into an online platform.*

Serving as a teaching assistant *motivates me to complete my own program*. I like to think of myself as a *role model to many* and maintaining this status means I need to lead by example.

I think *it has helped encourage me to continue*. I hope by developing working relationships with professors that I can co/publish articles in the future. The *added financial incentive is great too, saving me $8,000 a year in student loans.*

I have never been one to quit school but *being a TA adds an extra layer to ensuring that I stick with it*. When completing my program is not reason enough to stay focused, *providing motivation and encouragement to learners helps push me along my own educational journey*. There have also been times when my dedication to learners has guided me to reaching my dissertation milestones. I have often told myself, "If you don't pass, you can't help learners anymore. So, I have to prioritize my educational progress in order to continue focusing on helping my learners."

Comments from program evaluation survey sent to FWS Staff and Applied Teaching Interns in Fall 2018.
SUCCESS MEASURES

Career Connections:

Helping learners gain experience teaching in higher education

My ultimate goal is to teach. I love my current role and team. I cannot wait to finish my dissertation so that I can take on a bigger role in teaching. It is very motivating for me.

It adds further incentive to complete my studies as I can now envision myself in a permanent role teaching at the University level.

The opportunity to gain direct experience in classes is a vital aspect of learner development that should not be eliminated from a university no matter what format the classes are conducted in. Without this opportunity I would feel as if an important element of the higher education experience was missing.

The program has helped me get over any self doubts that I had about being an educator. I know that I have the ability to be an instructor.

Comments from program evaluation survey sent to FWS Staff and Applied Teaching Interns in Fall 2018.
Next Steps

- Program expansion
  - Increase number of participants
  - Expand to other GA and Learner Support Roles in the institution
  - Expand internship model; explore tuition waiver/discount options
  - Consider tracks for leadership and research

- Continue program evaluation

- Establish documentation of completion
  - Notation on transcript
  - Certificates
  - Badges

- Complete College Reading & Learning Association (CRLA) certification application
REFLECT

- Where do you see value for students, faculty, institutions, and higher education?

- What additional elements should be included in a program to help graduate students gain experience with online teaching?

- If you have online teaching experience, what training did you receive to prepare you? What training would you have found helpful had it been available?

We do not learn from experience... we learn from reflecting on experience.
- John Dewey


**DISCUSSION AND Q & A**

- Where do you see connections to opportunities at your institution?

- What skills will faculty of the future need to have to be successful?

- Which of these online teaching competencies are most critical for new online faculty? What would you add?

- Use LMS tools to support online learning
- Provide one-on-one and one-to-many support to learners
- Identify and develop resources to support learning online
- Apply culturally competent practices to online teaching
- Provide substantive formative feedback on academic work submitted online
- Provide support to at-risk learners online
- Provide support for ESL/ELL learners online
- Apply ethics and standards of practice to their online teaching
RESOURCES


PRESENTED CONTACT INFORMATION

- For additional information, please contact us at
  - Amy.Buechler-Steubing@capella.edu
  - Genevieve.Feliu@capella.edu
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